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Reflexbeanie 

   

Well, in Sweden, it’s almost impossible to have too many beanies, especielly when having 

kids. And reflector’s! They are always lost in the fall when it suddenly turns dark already at 4 

pm. I don’t think this hat replaces the other reflectors but should work as a great 

compliment.  

Material  

Yarn: Vikinggarn Reflex. 2  50 grams balls in color 429, or in any color you like. I used exactly 

two balls of yarn for the hat for my 5-year old, so if you’ll make one adult size you probably 

need 3 balls.  

Knitting needles: 1 set of 40 cm long circularneedles 3 mm,and 1 set of 40 cm long 

circularneedle 3,5 mm and a set of 4 doublepointed knitting needles 3,5 mm  

Gauge: Approx. 22 sts/10 cm, with knitting needles 3,5 mm. Make a swatch and measure 

what gauge you get. 

Size: Any size, but you have to measure the head that is intended to wear the beanie. (See 

further instruction below.) 

Other stuff: Yarnneedle. One stitchmarker (optional, some scrapyarn is fine too). 

Pompommaker or a piece of cardboard to make a pompom. 
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Start 

Circumference 

This hat is made for my 5-yearold with a rather large head. His head has a circumference of 

53 cm and height of 19 cm. 

Measure the circumference of the head _________ (Melvin: 53 cm) 

Gauge_________________ (Vikinggarn reflex: 22 sts/10 cm) 

Calculating number of stitches to cast on: (circumference of head * gauge)/10: ___________ 

(22 x 53)/10 =116,6 sts) 

The number of sts has to be divisible by 6 for the decreases to work, so round off to closest 

number which is divisible with 6. I rounded up and got 120 sts which is divisible by 6. 

Cast on 120 sts or the number you got, on circular knittingneedles 3 mm. Knit ribbing (knit 2, 

purl 2) for 9 cm. This hat has a folded edge, and I made it the length I liked and a little bit 

longer to also have a bit of ribbing underneath the ribbing. Makes sense?  

Use a stitchmarker to mark end/start of round 

Change to circular knitting needles 3,5 mm when you’re happy with the length of the ribbing 

and knit stockinette stitch for the rest of the hat. 

Time to measure the height of the hat. 

Measure the length, from forehead to the neck, (from where the front bottom edge to the 

back lower edge will end up). Divide the number by 2 = the height of the beanie. Melvin’s 

head is 38/2=19 cm.  

Time to divide the height of the beanie into two:  

2/3 of the beanie is knit straight without decreases. This will include the ribbing, measure 

from the fold, which will be the lower part of the beanie. 

1/3 of the beanie is the “decrease part”. 

Melvin’s hat has a height of 19 cm, which means 12,5 cm is knit straight and 6,5 cm is the 

“decrease part”. 

Knit stockinette stitch until the hat (with the ribbing folded) measures 12,5 cm, and it’s now 

time for the decrease part. 

 

Decrease part 

When I’ve knitted the straight part, I usually measure on the part of the hat already knitted, 

how many rows 6,5 cm will need (or whatever number of rows the decrease part will consist 

of). 
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Decrease rounds: 

1. *k4, k2tog* repeat til end of row. 

2. *k3, k2tog* repeat til end of row. 

3. *k2, k2tog* repeat til end of row. 

4. *k1, k2tog* repeat til end of row. 

5. *k2tog* til end of row. 

 

6,5 cm consist of 21 rounds and the decreaserounds will be evenly distributed like this 

(change to doublepointed needles when you have too few sts for the circulars): 

Decrease round 1, knit 4 regular rounds, decrease round 2, knit 4 regular rounds, decrease 

round 3, knit 4 regular rounds, decrease round 4, knit 4 regular rounds, decrease round 5, 

knit 1 regular round. 

Cut yarn, pull yarn through remaining sts, preferably twice and fasten yarn carefully. Fasten 

the other yarnends, and now you’re done. Make a pompom and attach to the top of the 

beanie. 
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